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Introduction

The climate change movement has seen a dramatic shake up in recent years with the birth of a primarily student- and youth-led movement to remove investments in the fossil fuel industry. While the demands of the fossil fuel divestment movement vary, the most common is for institutions to divest from the Carbon Underground 200 - a list which identifies the top 100 public coal companies globally and the top 100 public oil and gas companies globally, ranked by the potential carbon emissions content of their reported reserves. Other campaigns, such as Oxford University and the University of Washington, have targeted the most carbon- and capital-intensive fossil fuels such as coal and oil or tar sands. At the core of all such asks is a recognition of and calling out of the unsustainable and harmful business model of the fossil fuel industry.

Beginning in spring 2010 on the campus of Swarthmore College, the student group Swarthmore Mountain Justice formed a coal divestment campaign in solidarity with frontline communities fighting against mountaintop removal coal mining in Appalachia (Grady-Benson & Sarathy, 2015). In Fall 2011, Unity College became the first university to divest. By the end of 2013 - just over two years after the movement began - more than 70 institutions had committed to divest. By September 2014, the number of commitments had more than doubled to 181 entities and 650 individuals with control over approximately $50 billion in total assets (Arabella Advisors, 2014). Representing a fivefold increase, by September 2015 over 442 institutions representing $2.6 trillion worth of assets, including the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund, Oxford University and the Church of England, had all announced plans to divest from some or all of their fossil fuel holdings (Arabella Advisors, 2015).
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The fossil fuel divestment movement (FFDM) is inspired by a powerful history of students calling for institutional investments to match the values of those institutions. Most prominently, it is modeled after the South African Apartheid divestment movement, which asked for institutions to divest from companies operative in Apartheid South Africa (cf. Massie, 1997). In October 2013, Oxford University’s Stranded Assets unit released a report examining the history of divestment movements and illustrating the different waves in which they typically occur (cf. Ansar, Caldecott, & Tilbury, 2013). In the first wave of divestment, small U.S. institutions divest and so begin to shift the tides of public opinion. In the second wave, bigger more prestigious U.S. institutions divest. The second wave typically marks a tipping point which triggers the third wave of divestment, global divestment and, potentially, the wide-scale shifting of social and market norms. According to the report, the increasing numbers of people trying to get investments out of the fossil fuel industry represents the fastest growing movement of its kind in history. Reflecting on the progress of the FFDM since the report, the movement is growing so fast that it has arguably already entered the second and third wave of divestment which entails the shifting of market and social norms and major international pension funds and universities divesting – progress it took other divestment movements many more years to achieve.  

---

3 In comparison, the Apartheid divestment campaign started with campaigns at Stanford University and Michigan State University in 1977. By 1984, 53 institutions had committed to divest, in 1987, 128 and in 1988, 155 (Schutt, 1998). The movement gathered significant momentum in its later stages, and as Robert Massie details, from January 1986 to April 1988, 1,400 American companies pulled out of South Africa. Also as Ansar et al summarize, this may have played a significant role in the net capital outflow out of South Africa from banks of 2.3 billion South African Rand between 1985 and 1989.  

4 “In finance and economics, divestment or divestiture is the reduction of some kind of asset for financial, ethical, or political objectives… A divestment is the opposite of an investment.”
While keeping track of the size of the movement is difficult, in the space of just four short years, the divestment movement has grown from a single campaign on a small college campus in the U.S., to consist of over 400 campaigns in the US and over 800 in total globally in places as diverse as Europe, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, India, Bangladesh, the United Kingdom, the Marshall Islands, Canada and more (GoFossilFree.org, 2015; Grady-Benson & Sarathy, 2015). While the campaign is still largely student and youth driven it has garnered high profile support including the heads of the UN, the World Bank, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and many more (King, 2015a). The profile, size and rate of divestment is rapidly increasing, and not only is the fossil fuel divestment movement helping to draw attention to the moral urgency of acting on climate change and moving beyond fossil fuels, it is also drawing significant public attention to the carbon bubble and the financially unsustainable nature of the fossil fuel industry’s collective and individual business models (King, 2015b).

As a result of the movement’s growth both on and beyond institutions of higher education, the FFDM has arguably had significant repercussions on the public, the financial industry and climate change movements at large. Of course, attributions of causal influence are difficult in such a complex space with multiple different factors at play, but as the next sections hope to illustrate, the FFDM has arguably played a major role in shifting ways of thinking around climate change, enabling coalition-building, and has expanded its influence well beyond college campuses and into the international realm.

**Impacts of fossil fuel divestment**

Systems thinking may help shed light on the importance of the fossil fuel divestment movement. Applying this thinking to climate change, our system in this case is world society interacting with the planet’s climate. Within this system, it is clear that human activity – particularly the burning of fossil fuels – is largely responsible for current observed warming trends in the Earth’s atmosphere (IPCC, 2014). However, it is also clear that actions in response to this warming – current policies, and individual lifestyle changes – are not sufficient to prevent dangerous global warming (Peeters et al, 2015). The FFDM is helping to push past this inaction and the limited analysis and paradigms that underpin it. To better understand how, we can turn to Donella Meadows (2009) who addresses twelve ways to intervene in a system so as to create feedback loops and larger scale change (Table 1). Among those leverage points are: numbers, constants and parameters (Number 12); and the paradigms within which the system functions (Numbers 1 and 2); both of which can be found at the heart of the FFDM. Moreover, the rules and structure of the system (Numbers 5 and 6) are also being affected, as fossil fuel divestment campaigns aim to empower young people, shift power dynamics, and stigmatize and penalize corporations that are obstructing progress on climate change.

| 12 | Constants, parameters, numbers (such as subsidies, taxes, standards) |
| 11 | The size of buffers and other stabilizing stocks, relative to their flows |
| 10 | The structure of material stocks and flows (such as transport network, population age structures) |
| 9  | The lengths of delays, relative to the rate of system change |
| 8  | The strength of negative feedback loops, relative to the impacts they are trying to correct against |
| 7  | The gain around driving positive feedback loops |
| 6  | The structure of information flow (who does and does not have access to what kinds of information) |
| 5  | The rules of the system (such as incentives, punishment, constraints) |
| 4  | The power to add, change, evolve, or self-organize system structure |
| 3  | The goals of the system |
| 2  | The mindset or paradigm out of which the system — its goals, structure, rules, delays, parameters — arises |
| 1  | The power to transcend paradigms |
The Divestment Math
In his Do the Math speaking series, which helped launch the fossil fuel divestment movement, Bill McKibben (2012) addresses three main numbers which illustrate the unsustainable nature of the fossil fuel industry business model and which are at the core of the FFDM:

2C: the maximum amount of total global temperature rise that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change stated can occur before serious feedback loop thresholds – such as ocean acidification and permafrost thaw methane release – will likely begin.5 This is also the maximum amount of total average global temperature rise that UNFCCC countries have committed to as part of the COP15 agreement in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 2009.

565 Gt CO\textsubscript{2}: the maximum amount of carbon dioxide, according to the Carbon Tracker Institute, that can be emitted in order to stay within the 2C warming limit.

2 795 Gt CO\textsubscript{2}: the amount of carbon dioxide already contained in the proven coal and oil and gas reserves of the fossil-fuel industry - including both state and privately owned companies.

The contradiction between the amount we can afford to burn if we are to avoid climate destabilization and the reserves held by the fossil fuel industry is significant. Indeed, if governments regulate fossil fuels in line with the 2 degree target, then two thirds to four fifths of the reserves that fossil fuel companies count as assets on their balance sheet may not be monetized and could become stranded assets (IPCC, 2014).6 The above contradiction is not only worrying for our climate, but also for financial markets. The pioneering work of institutions like the Carbon Tracker Initiative (CTI), HSBC Bank and others have illustrated that this contradiction could potentially result in a systematic overvaluation of fossil fuel companies (CTI, 2012, 2013).7 Building on their work, it has been estimated that staying below the 2°C target could result in losses of revenue for the fossil fuel industry of up to if not more than $28 trillion in the next two decades, and potentially over $100 trillion by 2050 (Lewis, 2014; Channell et al., 2015).8 The potential risk this poses to investors has been referred to as carbon risk, which forms part of a potentially systematic overvaluation on the financial markets, which has been referred to as the carbon bubble. As such, while the fossil fuel divestment movement is modelled after other successful divestment campaigns, unlike other divestment campaigns, alongside its ethical and political motivations, divestment from the fossil fuel industry has a significant financial motivation associated with potential systematic overvaluation of fossil fuel companies on financial markets and the potential to align our investments with a relatively safe climate future.

Reflective of the power of numbers to shift paradigms, the numbers and figures underpinning the carbon bubble have been at the core of the case for fossil fuel divestment, because they demonstrate that the

---

5 Note: many would argue that this limit should rather be 1.5C, as a 2C rise would be insufficient to protect Small Island and vulnerable nations (source).
6 The amount stranded depends on how high of a chance of staying below two degrees is acted on alongside other factors such as the feasibility of carbon capture and storage (cf. CTI, 2013)
7 Furthermore, not only are publicly traded fossil fuel companies valued based on their current reserves, the majority of which may not be burnable, they are also expending approximately 1% of global GDP on developing new reserves (CTI, 2013) – ironically this is about the same amount required to invest in the clean economy in order to stay below the 2°C target (cf. IEA, 2014; Stern, 2007).
8 The drivers behind fossil fuel companies losing value are not limited solely to climate regulation, but also to the changing economics of clean energy, increasing costs of fossil fuel extraction, possible litigation, and a range of other factors (see Paun, Night, & Chan, 2015).
overwhelming majority of known fossil fuel reserves must be left in the ground in order to meet the challenges of global warming. This realization has been at the centre of the Leave it in the Ground (LINGO) movement, which has been motivating a transition to renewable energy and reduced dependence on fossil fuels. Perhaps most significantly, LINGO has helped move the conversation on climate change from a standpoint of reducing emissions to a focus on the need to leave fossil fuels in the ground and unburned. While we cannot say that the current prominence of LINGO is due solely to the FFDM, particularly as it is a concept which predates the FFDM, the movement has certainly helped bring it to light (See Bond 2011; Klein, 2014). For instance, the Guardian Media Group’s focus on climate change, and their subsequent #KeepItInTheGround campaign, has been inspired by campus fossil fuel divestment campaigns (Rusbridger, 2015). Beyond The Guardian, the movement has garnered an exponentially growing amount of media coverage, with thousands of divestment related stories being published in media outlets since the movement began.9

On a deeper level, there have been shifts in the paradigm thinking around responsibility for climate change. Previously, responsibility for climate change has been predominantly attributed to either individuals (Peeters et al, 2015), or countries at large, and the organizations – such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – that represent them (Kutney, 2014). The FFDM has helped broaden the scope of responsibility to include the role that the fossil fuel industry has played in both contributing to10 and blocking progress on climate change. It has helped establish an environment where it is possible to talk about the morality of fossil fuel corporations, exposing the unsustainable nature of their business model, highlighting their tactics of deception and misinformation, and in doing so revoking their moral and social license (Mulvey et al, 2015).11

It is through revoking the moral and social license of the fossil fuel industry that divestment activists may have some of their more profound effects. As an Oxford University’s Stranded Assets Programme’s report illustrates, through stigmatization of targeted industries “almost every divestment campaign… from adult services to Darfur, from tobacco to South Africa, divestment campaigns were successful in lobbying for restrictive legislation”. Similarly, with regards to the FFDM the social and political power it brings to bear seems set to spur on significant restrictive legislation, if it has not had a role in doing so already. This is especially prominent when coupled with considerations of how the divestment movement is a training ground for much broader climate justice work and serves as a solidarity network and partner in the broader climate justice movement.

**Impacts of fossil fuel divestment movement on coalition building**

Fossil fuel divestment has often paved the way for coalition building, both within the movement, and among other justice groups. On one level, the FFDM allows campus campaigns to directly connect with communities on the front lines of fossil fuel extraction and infrastructure development. For example, many campus divestment chapters have organized events and collaborations in solidarity with carbon

---

9 [https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PlrEdApCBn9Dc4_Hn2pOcDUje_Q_JNgFNVrRfX6Gd4Q/edit?gid=0](https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PlrEdApCBn9Dc4_Hn2pOcDUje_Q_JNgFNVrRfX6Gd4Q/edit?gid=0)
10 Moreover, research has been done linking fossil fuel companies’ respective contributions to global greenhouse gas emissions, and, thus, to global average temperature rise (Frumhoff et al, 2015; Heede et al, 2014), in an attempt to hold corporations themselves accountable. Many of these 90 companies, called Carbon Majors – major carbon producers such as Exxon-Mobil, Peabody Coal, and Saudi Aramco – are on the Carbon Tracker 200 list.
11 This has particular significance for institutions of higher education who have not only had their scientific products undermined by fossil fuel industry misinformation; increasingly the economics of clean energy and the feasibility of a transition are being undermined by industry disinformation. In the words of Paul Krugman, “Old Energy is engaged in a systematic effort to blacken the image of renewable energy, one that closely resembles the way it has supported ‘experts’ willing to help create a cloud of doubt about climate science”.

pricing initiatives, and campaigns against mountaintop removal coal mining (MTR), Arctic drilling, and hydraulic fracturing (fracking) (Aronoff & Maxmin, 2014). Beyond environmental justice, many divestment groups have organized in collaboration with the Black Lives Matter movement, and are working on the intersection of racial and climate justice (Divest Harvard, 2014). Other groups, such as Divest Columbia for a Fossil Free Future, have worked with campus prison divestment campaigns. Furthermore, fossil fuel divestment campaigns have created space for network building among campuses themselves as evidenced by the Divestment Student Network.

Members of Swarthmore Mountain Justice, where the contemporary fossil fuel divestment campaign emerged. Source: http://blogs.swarthmore.edu/academics/pcs/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/02/SwatMtJustice.jpg

Several other benefits of the FFDM are oftentimes overlooked. For example, it is both a training ground for new and young climate justice organizers, thus growing the climate change movement at large. The FFDM trains many student organizers en masse, oftentimes attracting students who are not already engaged in environmental activism. Thus, a new generation of climate leaders is emerging. Moreover, the FFDM also creates a network within which larger scale events may be organized. An example of such was the XL DISSENT campaign, a youth-led nonviolent civil disobedience against the Keystone XL pipeline which was held in March 2014. The event, which brought together hundreds of young people to Washington, D.C., was organized primarily by students organizing for fossil fuel divestment at universities across the country (Democracy Now, 2014). The networks and coalitions created by campus campaigns facilitated the organizing of the event.13

International impacts of fossil fuel divestment

Power dynamics are at the core of understanding climate change and climate justice. Inherent to justice issues are different realms of power that affect and disempower different social groups (Foucault, 1984). Typically speaking, elites, in an effort to maintain the status quo, “supply other people with the mental frames for understanding, interpreting and interacting with the world” (Malitz 2012). This realm of

12 Columbia University, although it has not divested from fossil fuels at the time of publication, has become the first institution of higher learning in the United States to divest from private prisons (Chan, 2015).
13 Similarly, divestment activists in Washington have gone on to organize campaigns to put a price on carbon pollution at the state level and have been at the forefront of efforts to fight Shell’s Arctic drilling plans.
power is one in which the group being disempowered is often not fully aware of the direct way in which power is exerted upon them. This is particularly important in the case of climate change, for as Kofler et al point out, “only rarely are there immutable facts or technical conflicts that impede or even prevent the expansion of renewable energy. Instead, long-established structures and elites problematize the challenges of an energy transformation and sustain the existing system and their own (market) power with corresponding narratives”.

In the face of elite narratives holding back a clean energy transition, the fossil fuel divestment movement has helped shift those power dynamics and empower young people, who have frequently felt disempowered within climate change discussions (Langholz, 2015; Pilrainen, 2015; Yona, 2015). By leveraging the influence of centres of power and credibility, such as religious, academic and charitable institutions, the FFDM is providing authority to the voice of young activists and challenging the narrative of the fossil fuel industry on clean energy and the prospects of tackling the climate crisis. When previously youth had been tokenized within spaces like the UNFCCC and refused a seat at the table, the FFDM has helped empower them both within and outside of these spaces and provided them with a louder voice, catapulting the local conversations about fossil fuel divestment that were being had at university campuses to the international stage.

For instance, the FFDM is challenging the transnational powers of multinational corporations within the UNFCCC. The COP20 United Nations conference in Lima, Peru in 2014, is an example of how the FFDM helped question the legitimacy of fossil fuel corporations presence at the UNFCCC talks. At the summit, the Global Carbon Capture and Storage Institute organized a side event initially titled, “Why Divest When a Future with Low Emission Fossil Energy Use is Already a Reality?”. The event rapidly drew widespread condemnation from civil society groups present at the conference (Henn, 2014). Its name subsequently changed numerous times, omitting the mention of fossil fuel divestment. These changes still didn’t prevent media attention, particularly since many divestment campaigns utilized their social media presence to draw attention to the event; on the day of the event, protest actions were organized within the UN convention centre, leading to a significant blockade of the event (DeMelle, 2014).

Many activists drew parallels between the ethics and legitimacy of allowing polluters into a climate change conference with the presence of tobacco companies at World Health Organization summits, arguing that like tobacco companies, fossil fuel companies could not be part of the solution (Henn, 2014; Supran & Achakulwisut, 2014). Such developments contrasted with the previous year’s COP19 conference in Warsaw, Poland, where a summit of the World Coal Association took place next to the

---

14 Foucault (1984) addresses the concept of different realms of power. According to this concept, there are three forms of power that can be exerted on individuals or groups in society. The first realm of power relates to direct force being exerted (for example, using physical force to make a person behave a certain way). The third realm of power, however, involves force that is exerted oftentimes without an awareness within the individual or group that there is an external force upon them. This third realm of power is often used to control and oppress social justice groups. An example of such force can be found whenever activists are given any special “protest areas” during high-level political gatherings. These locations are cordoned off and monitored by police, and are oftentimes located far from the gathering itself to prevent escalation and visibility.

15

16 The Institute counts numerous fossil fuel corporations, including Shell and SINOPEC, as members (Membership, 2015).
UNFCCC convention centre. At the World Coal Association summit, despite protests by civil society groups, UNFCCC Secretary General Christiana Figueres accepted to be a keynote speaker (tcktcktck, 2013). Contrasting the two occasions, the events that took place at COP20 represent a different industry response to civil society pressure in comparison to past COP interactions: whereas at COP19, fossil fuel industry events took place without a hitch, at COP20, the industry came under significant scrutiny.

Members of civil society, among them many young delegates, protesting COP20 Shell side-event, “Why Divest When a Future with Low-Emission Fossil Energy Use is Already a Reality?” Protesters were wearing shirts marked “Get the FF (fossil fuels) Out” and overwhelmed UN security. Source: Geoffrey Supran

Graduating from the Movement: Alumni Impacts

Due to the rapid turnover among university students, there has been a growing number of alumni who have worked on fossil fuel divestment campaigns. Many of these alumni have continued to engage and organize for climate change, such as Morgan Curtis, a recent graduate of Dartmouth College who is now a youth delegate for the COP21 United Nations climate change negotiations in Paris. Similarly, Kyle Murphy, co-founder of Divest University of Washington, is now a co-director of Carbon Washington, a non-profit running a carbon tax ballot initiative in Washington State. Teddy Smyth, a campaigner for the Middlebury College divestment campaign, now works for Next Gen Climate New Hampshire, an organization dedicated to making climate change an electoral issue. The list of fossil fuel divestment activists now working on climate justice could certainly go on.

The FFDM also engages older alumni in its effort to sway university trustees and administrations. Some examples of these decision-making alumni include Christiana Figueres, the Secretary-General of the UNFCCC, who recently endorsed fossil fuel divestment from Swarthmore College, her alma mater (Goldenberg, 2015). Others include civil rights activist Cornel West and actor Natalie Portman, both of whom urged Harvard to divest from fossil fuels (Klein, 2015). Beyond these influential alumni, many college fossil fuel divestment campaigns have created escrow funds that allow alumni to divert their donations to a fund that will only be made accessible once the alma mater divests. Additionally, campaigns at a couple dozen institutions – including Boston University and Dartmouth College – have collaborated in a Multi-School Divest Fund, which allows alumni to pool their resources together in an escrow fund. By December 2017, the funds received will be divided equally, but only among the schools.

17 Many campus fossil fuel divestment campaigns have faculty, staff, and alumni branches in addition to their core student campaigns. Numerous faculty and alumni letters urging universities to divest have been written to this effect.
that have divested (Rocheleau, 2015). Through its engagement with alumni, the FFDM is helping to spread the divestment and LINGO movement well beyond campuses and into communities across the globe, often in powerful and influential places.

**Future Trajectories**

Looking forward, the divestment movement arguably has growing potential to help bolster the broader climate justice movement and spur on the enactment of climate policy. This is of particular significance, given that FFDMs took off primarily within developed countries who have typically been perceived as laggards within the UNFCCC space, such as the United States, Australia and Canada; countries who arguably have a strong moral responsibility to act under the principle of Common but Differentiated Responsibilities central to the UNFCCC and most accounts of climate justice. In these countries, the FFDM is helping to provide the political and social space required to enact policies like carbon pricing, fossil fuel subsidy reform, and more. Moreover, we expect the FFDM to play a growing role in helping promote the conversation around decarbonization and the push for 100% renewable energy by 2050 as it continues to grow (Sachs, 2015).

Furthermore, while many activists are (perhaps too) quick to grant that divestment is not about directly bankrupting the fossil fuel industry, the influence on the investment world is increasingly evident and rapidly growing. As both the Oxford University Stranded Assets Programme and Peabody Coal have realized, divestment efforts “could significantly affect demand for [fossil fuel] products” and could “indirectly influence all investors… to go overweight on fossil fuel stocks and debt in their portfolios”. It seems, furthermore, that such impacts are already with us. For instance, as Shawn McCarthy (2015) reports, the FFDM has already “grown into something much larger and more threatening to producers [than simply a political movement], as pension fund managers and other institutional investors are now questioning the long-term returns offered by coal and oil companies”.

Following in the footsteps of a number of financial institutions, HSBC bank recently issued a research report warning investors that the fossil fuel industry is at serious and growing risk of stranded assets from climate policies and unfavourable economics. In their report, HSBC suggested a number of different divestment strategies and argued that divestment could affect fossil fuel production and extend the carbon budget by creating “less demand for shares and bonds [which] ultimately increases the cost of capital to companies and limits the ability to finance expensive projects, which is particularly damaging in a sector where projects are inherently long term” (Paun, Night, & Chan, 2015). As represented in the graph below, HSBC believes that divestment will lead to a path of less demand and less production of fossil fuels, a path they believe we are just beginning.
If HSBC and a number of analysts are correct, the FFDM will continue to grow and help to shift significant amounts of capital. Such a shift is urgently needed, for as the financial analysts at the 2°C Investing Initiative (2013) have pointed out, “divesting from fossil fuels is an integral piece to aligning the financial sector with a 2°C climate scenario”. Their claim is substantiated by the International Energy Agency (IEA) which estimates that alongside a major increase in clean energy investments, reductions in fossil fuel investments of $4.9 trillion and additional divestment away from fossil-fueled power-transmission and distribution of $1.2 trillion will be needed by 2035 if we are to achieve the internationally agreed upon 2°C target. Furthermore, because we are seeing the FFDM expand to target banks, foundations, pension funds, and financial institutions with growing amounts of success, the movement is increasingly helping to shift much greater amounts of capital.

While the divestment movement began with just a few small campaigns on campuses in the U.S., the movement has grown significantly and its impacts and reach is increasingly vast and global in nature. Of course, divestment efforts when viewed in isolation are seemingly insufficient to the task of addressing the climate crisis as they do not directly address many facets of what is required to tackle the crisis. However, as we have highlighted, when viewed in the broader context of the growing climate justice movement, the FFDM has been a powerful force multiplier, ally and partner, which has helped propel issues such as LINGO, climate justice and the carbon bubble into the foreground of public consciousness, and which can help spur on some of the requisite legislation needed to leave fossil fuels in the ground. Thus, while the FFDM is by no means the sole solution to the climate crisis, it is increasingly proving that it is an important component and driver of the broader alliance of civil society, politics, science, and industry who are developing a convincing alternative and positive narrative to counter the fossil fuel industry narrative and implementing them against resistance.  

---

18 This final sentence borrows from Kofler et al and their description of what is needed to tackle the climate crisis.
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